
MATCH REPORT 
Hornsby Berowra U9 (72) vs North Ryde Dockers (1) 

ROUND 11 - 30 June 2019 
VENUE NAME ELS Hall   

 
Report Content  

After a very narrow win in their first round encounter, the team arrived primed and ready for a tight tussle against the 
Dockers. 

The first quarter was a one-sided affair with the backs not seeing much action as the ball failed to make it into the 
defensive third. Led by Isaac O’Hehir, the midfield provided some silver service to the forward line allowing Archie 
Floyd, Tyler Stead and Luke McCarry to tune in their goal radars and all of a sudden the eagles had skipped out to a 27 
point lead. 

Some positional changes at quarter time saw the forwards turn into backs and the backs into forwards. This didn’t slow 
the scoring however as Ben Fieldus and Emmett Salke both registered majors strongly supported by Matthew Tijou. 

The 3rd quarter evolved into a bit of an arm wrestle through the mid field seeing Thomas Kesby pull off several intercept 
marks to effectively thwart any Dockers forward raids. Harry Croft and Noah Green were also kept busy registering 
game high touches, running into space and combining well to feed the ball forward eventually seeing Archie and Lucas 
Allan slot a couple of later quarter goals. 

With the game well and truly won, the eagles could have been forgiven for taking their foot off the gas but are to be 
commended for listening to coach Tim’s instructions and moving the ball around through some nicely weighted kicks 
and hand passes. Alastair Dowling had his strongest match so far, fighting hard for every ball and shutting down any 
late rear guard docker resistance. Simon Smith also registered his first major of the season after toiling hard all game 
and swooping on a loose ball before smoothly chipping it through. 

The siren eventually sounded to bring an end to proceedings of what was an entertaining match. The Dockers are to 
be commended for never dropping their heads and continuing to battle away and playing in a good spirit. 

With eleven different players contributing to the scoreboard it was a great team effort by the eagles who have 
improved enormously as the season has progressed. 

An exclamation mark was put on the victory with a boisterous rendition of the club chant. 

Well done eagles. 

A two week break in play should see the team raring to go for the final four games of the season. Enjoy the Sunday 
morning sleep-ins folks! 

Best: Players of the week; Matthew Tijou & Alistair Dowling  

 

    
    

 

 

Report by:   Neal McCarry, Team Manager. 

 


